The clinical significance of the spectrum of interactions of CAP+1 (A-->C), a silent beta-globin gene mutation, with other beta-thalassemia mutations and globin gene modifiers in north Indians.
To assess the clinical significance of the interactions of CAP+1 (A-->C), a silent beta-globin gene mutation, with other beta-thalassemia mutations and globin gene modifiers in north Indians. The clinical phenotypes associated with compound heterozygosity for the CAP+1 (A-->C) mutation with other beta-thalassemia mutations, together with the potential effect of the genetic modifiers alpha-thalassemia and the Xmn-1(G)gamma C-->T polymorphism were studied in 30 patients. The frequency of the CAP+1 (A-->C) polymorphism was determined and an analysis of the red cell indices, HbA(2) levels, iron status, and alpha-globin genes was carried out in 35 heterozygotes. Based on an analysis of 1075 beta-thalassemia alleles the CAP+1 (A-->C) mutation constituted 3.2% of north Indians. There was a wide spectrum of phenotypic severity in compound heterozygotes; 18 of 30 were transfusion dependent. There was a very high frequency of the -/- genotype of the Xmn-1(G)gamma polymorphism in compound heterozygotes. Analysis of 35 heterozygotes indicated that approximately half were hematologically normal and therefore genuine 'silent' carriers. Compound heterozygotes for CAP+1 (A-->C) and other severe beta-thalassemia alleles are phenotypically severe enough to necessitate appropriate therapy and counseling. The unexpected severity of these interactions may be due, in part, to the high frequency of beta-thalassemia alleles associated with the Xmn-1(G)gamma- allele in Indian populations. It is concluded that the CAP+1 (A-->C) mutation can pose serious difficulties in screening and counseling programs in populations in which it occurs at a significant frequency.